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A Talk on Explosives
New Ammendments for
Military Staff Aims for
The Campus Constitution
Given by Mr. Pearsall
Perfection in Drill
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Due to the reorganization of the Campus Board, the constitution by which that
Board acts has been somewhat changed
and enlarged. The ammendments are
as follows:

Upon the invitation of Major James,
Mr. Pearsall. connected with the Chemistry Department. gave an interesting
lecture to the members of the R. 0. T.
C. during the fourth period Saturday
morning. His lecture was a brief sumArticle 10
mary of the chemical composition and
conduct
of the most common explosives
unanimous
Section 1 Without the
vote of the executive committee, no four used in modern warfare.
The lecture was chiefly for the benepage issue may contain more than
fit
of the Sophomores, as that will be the
to
e,instienough advertising material
subject of their classroom work in the
tute six galleys.
near future.
Section 2 Without the unanimous
At the beginning of his lecture, Mr.
vote of the executive committee. No six Pearsall stated that his aim was not so
page issue may contain more than much to go into the intricate details of
enough advertising material to consti- the structure of the explosives as to
tute twelve galleys.
show the fundimental facts regarding
explosives in general.
Article 5
"Explosives" he stated, could be dividSection I A banquet shall be held for ed into three classes or divisions. The
the members of the Campus Board each first, the propeller class, at which gun
year following the annual meeting of powder is a good illustration; the second
the Board.
class, the high explosives represented
Section 2 The Executive Committee by nitro-glycerine 4C, H,( NO,),; and
of the Campus Board shall appropriate the third, by far the most deadly of all
such funds as it deems advisable for the fulminates, of which class fulminate
of mercury Ho(ONC), is a good exfinancing this banquet.
ample." An idea may be had of the explosiveness of the third class when it
Article 6
is known that only 3 pounds are comSection 1 The Campus Pine Tree pounded at one time and that it is alshall be a gold pendant of the following ways kept under water until used.
description. There shall be a gold pine Brief details were also given of the way
tree on a black enamel background, each type was compounded and of the
five eighths by three quarters inches different elements used.
with the word Maine in gold letters
'Workers in the chemical plants pracabove the pine tree and the word Cam- tically sign their life away when they
pus below, with a gold border surround- accept work. An instance of this may be
ing. On the reverse side shall be in- noted in the recent explosion in one of
scribed th name of the holder and his the great chemical plants in this country.
record of service.
So great is the danger that only 4 or 5
Section 2 The Campus Pine Tree men are allowed to work to-gether and
shall be awarded to the Editor-in-Chief. special clothes have to be worn during
Business Manager, and associate edit- working hours.
ors at the termination of a year'x ser.,, The ri•quirt ments of a good explosive
vice and to any other persons design- are; stability, resistance to decompositated by a three-fourths vote of the ex- ion, and non corrosive action on the
—m—
ecutive committee. This awarding shall gun barrels.
In conclusion he said, that in his opintake place at the annual Campus Board
ion, the progression in the chemical inbanquet.
dustry and chemical research will in
Section 3 The Campus Pine Tree
future give us explosives that will
the
shall be purchased from the general
to our present day explosives
compare
On Wednesday the 16th, the Gover- Campus fund.
day explosives compare
present
our
as
nor of the State of Maine. Hon. Perii
used 200 years ago.
those
to
cival P. Baxter, accompanied by General
Hadley, Adjutant General of the Maine
National Guard, Lieut.-Colonel Gillen of
the Governor's personal staff and several distinguished gentlemen paid a visit
to the University.
This week has been designated as
The Governor was met at the Mount "Maine-Spring Week" on the Campus
The Veterans of Foreign Wars at
Vernon House by Cadet Captain Steven
and a special campaign will be made to beginning a drive to raise a certain sum
S. Karel% appointed to act as aid to the
secure subscriptions for the Maine- of money, to be held in trust, for the
Governor during his stay here. Upon Spring. the first issue of which will ap- purpose of erecting a memorial tablet
his arrival on the campus he was met
pear within ten days. The Maine- in the new Union Building the Alumni
by Major James and his staff and conSpring was started last year by the Con- are proposing to build. The tablet will
ducted to where the regiment and band
tributer's Club to take the place of the be dedicated to the thirty-six gold star
was formed in line. When the Goverold "Maine Blue Book" which died dur- Maine men who gladly gave their lives
nor took his post in front of the regiing the war and to fulfill the need for a for their country during the Great War.
ment. it was brought to the "present"
Although it may be several years before
college literary magazine.
and the band sounded the four ruffles
be
will
building is a reality the Veterans of
the
Maine-Spring
This year the
and four flourishes and the General's
put out in a larger and more attractive Foreign Wars wish to be prepared for
March. At the conclusion of the march
form and a wealth of talent and material the time when the building is finally
the Governor and his entire party
promises to place it among the best of completed. A substantial amount is exwalked around the troops. The party
college literary magazines. To insure pected to be derived from the Military
then took post in front of Coburn Hall
its success, however, a large subscrip- Circus that is to be shown on the Camwhere the regiment passed in review, in
pus in the near future.
tion list is necessary.
column of squads before the Governor.
at
feature
A permanent Memorial Committee has
will
year
this
issue
Each
At the conclusion of the review the
least one of Mr. Cumming's French been elected composed of: Horace B.
Governor complimented Major James
dialect poems. An effort is being made Atkinson: "Pep" Towner: Webster
very highly on the showing made by the
to have a special number in which stories White: Sidney Osborne: Carl H. Mc
Corps and said that he was certainly goby the Maine alumni, who have become Kcchnie.
ing to attend the spring camp at Newknown in the literary world, will be
1•ort next spring. After a few questions
featured.
relative to the interest of the students in
Agents will canvass the various
Military and the attitude of the students
houses and dormitories for subscriptions
;ii a whole toward the R. 0. T. C. the
while those not reached in this manner
GfIvernor was escorted to the office of
— -m —
may leave their subscriptions at the colDean Hart.
is giving a dance in the
Campus
The
lege store. The price is $1.25 for the
afternoon. Nov.
Thursday
gymnasium,
entire year.
24, from 2.30 until 5 o'clock. The purHome Economics Club
pose of this dance is to raise money so
Meets at Practice House
Mount Vernon Co-eds
we may have a better college paper
that
—Si--Hold an Informal Dance with more cuts.
The second meeting of the Home
The older students, no doubt, rememEconomics Club was held Wednesday
the stag dances that used to be held
ber
celeHouse
Vernon
of
girls
Mt.
The
evening. Nov. 16, at North Hall. A
-holiday given by the in the gym, and what good times everyhalf
the
brated
short business meeting was held, at
Wednesday. November 16. one had.
which Miss Eleanor Murray '25 was Governor on
The committee is working hard to
very enjoyable informal
a
having
by
elected as the new member of the Socthis dance the best one yet.
make
coufifteen
About
house.
the
ial Committee. During the social hour dance at
The committee in charge consists of;
was furnishMusic
present.
were
ples
which followed Miss McInnis gave a
ed by "Al" Johnson, supplemented by the Mary Coughlin. chairman. Betty Kingsshort talk on the Disarmament Confervictrola. Miss Boler acted as chaperon. bury, Bernie Mayo and Fred Blethen.
ence and Miss Minnie Norell rendered a
Mt. Vernon has had several such The price of admission for ladies, 25
vocal solo. Dainty refreshments were dances so far this year and all of them cents, men 35 cents. Music will be furnished by th Harmony Hounds.
served by the refreshment committee. have proven highly successful.

The Military Staff is of the opinion
that competition is necessary to create
a higher spirit between the various companies of the regiment. Already, in order to form a little competition, a banner has been premised as an award to
that company making the best progress
during the year. Company A has won
that pennant for the last two years and
perhaps. if the fighting spirit of the
other companies does not rise, it will go
to the same place this year. Fighting
spirit is a requisite for each and every
company in order that the best of results may be obtained. To arouse that
feeling of antagonism and to bring the
several companies into closer contact
with each other, it has been found advisable to plan for an inter-company
basketball league.
The formation of this league, which
will take place when the intramural
matches are well under way, will bind
the companies into a closer relationship
which will break the way for the success
of bigger activities later on.
At present, feeling is being stirred by
individual efficiency demonstrations. A
company is lined up at attention and the
man assuming this position the best is
excused for the remainder of the hour.
Those men who have been excused for
their exactness in this part of the drill
have the compliments of Major James.
The men excused during the week of
Nov. 14 are: Co. A—Dan Pillsbury
Co. B—Belfour Tyndall Co. D—Donald
W. Penley Co. C—Solomon Marquis
Co. E—Charles S. Collins Co. F—Donald C. Lincoln Co. G—Osmond S.
Whiteside Co. H—Philip Ehrlich.
Later on an elimination drill is held in
the manual of arms. Men-are dropped
as soon as defects in the manual are detected until finally only four or five men
remain. Those men are also excused for
the remainder of the period.

Gov. Percival Baxter
Reviews R. 0. T. C. Unit
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First Issue of Maine
Spring to Be Out Soon A Memorial Tablet for
Maine's Gold Star Men

Campus Stag Dance to
Be on Thanksgiving Day

No. 10

Governor of State
Visits Maine Campus
Governor Baxter Is Met At Waiting Room by
Band and R. 0. T. C. Corps. Receives
Hearty Welcome from Students.

Mr. Cummings Speaker
At Chapel Exercises
-Speaking in chapel in relays, according to Professor A. L. T. Cummings
isn't what it's cracked up to be, yet his
talks, Thursday and Monday were certainly enjoyed by all. We certainly
agree with Professor Cummings when
he says that it is the element of chance
that makes life exciting and incidentally Chapel interesting. It certainly
was a lucky chance which brought to us
Professor A. L. T. Cummings and his
clever Canadian dialect.
Everyone has noticed the decided difference in the general spirit of the college this year and last and all wonder
who is responsible for it. Professor
Cummings says that the difference lies in
a•combination of close communion between students and the faculty. Whether he has really discovered the secret
or not we do not know but we do know
that we like the new spirit. It has been
proved that chapel helps a lot toward
raising this spirit, and certainly those few
who considered chapel a hardship have
changed their views. There should be
more student participation in chapel
"for who knows," Professor Cummings
says, "but what we might find a William Jennings Bryant, a Caruso, an
Edmund Burke, in our midst?"
While we enjoyed Professor Cumming's talk very much there is one thing
that bothers us. It's about those pigs.
We'll leave it to you, now, isn't it perplexing how three little piglets can devour a pail of food and yet the three
of them together, not half fill the pail?
as the information might come in handy
We'd like to know how to manage it
some time.

Chemistry Department
Has Moving Pictures

The faculty and students united in
giving Governor Baxter a sincere welcome when he visited the University
of Maine last Wednesday. The band
and the R. 0. T. C., 450 strong, met
him at the waiting room and escorted
him to the chapel.
The chapel had been specially decorated for the occasion with palms and the
Maine banners. Seated on the stage
with the Governor were the Deans and
the members of the Governors party.
The chapel was filled to overflowing.
The faculty were seated on the stage
while the R. 0. T. C. and the rest of the
student body tilled the seats, aisles, gallery', and doorways.
Professor Mark Bailey conducted the
usual chapel exercises, after which he
introduced Col. Strickland, President
of the Board of Trustees, who in turn
presented His Excellency Governor Percival V. Baxter.
The following are the main points the
Governor emphasized in his talk.
The people of the State are proud of
the work that the University is doingand
has dome in the past. They realize that,
as our institution enlarges the financial
support must be increased accordinglk.
Governor Baxter personally feels the
increasing need of putting this University on a sound business basis.
Many of the students are making
sacrifices in order that they may get the
benefits of a higher education. The
folks back home are making sacrifices
also. It speaks well for the state that
(('ontinued on Page Four)
St

Basketball Squad Is
Showing Progress
--Ad -The basketball squad is working hard
in preparation for their schedule of
games which, as yet, has not been definitely announced. There are three veterans on the team this year who will do
much to make a winning aggregation.
Capt. Holmes and Turner are showing
up particularly well in the practice.
Practice takes place every afternoon and
there are a large number present, the
squad consisting of about forty men.
Early in the week, Coach Flack limited
the squad to thirty men about half of
the number who were then working.
Since that time ten men have been added
to the list which is posted on the bulletin.
The schedule for the coming season
has been arranged by Manager McCristol, hut has not yet been definitely announced. It is understood that the schedule this year includes games with M.I.
T., Boston College and Boston University. making a week's trip in Boston.
It is expected that when Coach Flack
returns he will personally direct the
practice and the team will have the final
preparations for the games.

On Wednesday night the Chemistry
Department gave its weekly picture
show in the chapel, showing five reels.
The first reel illustrated the dredge
method of recovering gold from gravel
which cannot be worked in any other
way on account of the very small amount
of gold in it. It showed how the gravel is dredged up, washed, screened, and
worked over, up to the final refining
and weighing of the gold. Two other
reels showed how radium is obtained
from the carnatite ore found in Idaho.
The whole process of blasting out the
ore, transporting it to the mill, and obtaining the radium, was shown, making
it very plain why this is such an expensive element. The two final reels, taken
in the Studebaker plant, illustrated the
making of automobile parts, from the
time the steel ingots come into the plant
54
until they are cast or forged into comWeek
Has
Balentine
pleted parts ready to go into the car.
of Prayer for Y. W. C. A.
The pictures, which were very interesting
—w--and instructive, were quite well attendAs part of the general work of the
ed.
Si
Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A.. Bab
held a week of prayer. Alta
entine
Be
to
A Joint Debate
Arranged With Colby Jones, as president of the local Y. W.
C. A., spoke on Sunday evening about
—hi-At the meeting of the Debating Soc- the work of the two organizations in
iety, last Tuesday. several matters of general. On the following evenings,
importance were discussed. Secretary various persons conducted the meetings.
H. 0. Noyes was requested to corres- Monday, Mrs. Hendrickson on the Y. W.
pond with Colby regarding the setting in Africa, Tuesday. Ruth Shepard the
of a date for the Maine-Colby debate. Y. W. in Asia, Wednesday, Elsie Perry,
A constitution committee was appointed, the Y. W. in South America, and Thursalsef a program committee. Temporary day. Constance Turner. the Y. W. in
officers were elected. Mr. Richardson Europe. The attendance during the
was the presiding officer. The next week was very encouraging to those in
meeting will be held on Tuesday. Nov. charge, because the groups were so invarious types of the girls in the house.
29.
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course impossible for all faculty members to attend but it seems as if at
Published Wednesdays during the college least 20 from the 118 should be able to
year by the student. of the University of be present. It should be a pleasure as
Maine
Frederick F. Marston '22 well as a duty to attend chapel.
Editor inChief
There is one other point in connection
Managing Editors
with chapel which we believe should 14,
Bryant Patten '23
at least mentitaied. This is the tendeno
News Editor
Alumni Edit ir
Louise Lineal& 23 of many students to enter chapel lat.
Specials Editor
Lucy Chamberlain '22
and thus cause considerable confusion
Exchange Editor
Athletic Eilite.r.
Bernard Mayo '24 From now
on the chapel doors will be
Society Editor
Flisatwth Kingsbury '23
Chapel Editor
Mary Coughlin '22 closed by members of the Soplanoor
Owl Society one minute after the 'ccReporters
end bell rings and no one will be alJeanette Stuart '23. Fierueiee Sleul 23,
Pauline Smith '22, Arthur Eastman '24, lowed to enter chapel after the door.
Vaughn Ladd '24, Elisabeth Hunt '24, Donare closed. We need only a little more
Hazen Ayer '24.
ald Alexander
cooperation to make chapel all that
lit.inness Department
should be.

MAINE

CAMPUS

National Cross Country
The Following Results
Won by Cored Team From the Red Cross Drive

BALENTINE NOTES

Miss Cora Nleservey has
retunitt
from her home in Greenville j
Maine won sixth place in the NaMiss Dora Ramsdell left Friday
tional cross country race held last Monher home in Lubec, where she is
day at Van Cortlandt Park. New York.
operated on for appendicitis.
The Cornell distance runners easily cap
Mrs. Hendrickson had as guests s
tured individual and team honors, tinday, Professor and Mrs. Lester
ishing with the low count of 18. Prince- lowin figure
Professor and Mrs. Loomis, of
g
s.
th,
ton was second with 87 points. Syracuse
faculty, Mr. Graffam and Mr.
100
(
10 %
third with 108. and Vale fourth witii Theta Chi
,,74 vant of Sigma Nu; Mr. Demp Sum..
sey, Nir
100 11 Donovan, Mr. Whittier,
Kappa Sigma
Mr.
Robert E. Brown 1 Cornell, the in- Sigma Phi Sigma
from Theta Chi, and Mr. Frank
dividual winner, set a fast pace over the Phi Gamma Delta
92 % of Orono.
water-soaked course from the stArt and Sigma Nu
%
was never headed, finishing in 32 min- Sigma Chi
80%
Bualama Manager
Clarence Beckett '29
54
utes, 20 5-10 seconds. Robert Crawford Beta Theta Pi
Circulation Manager
63%
Kenneth Chase 24
Last Business Manager- Ralph Hutchinson 24
"Behind every business that keeps Lei of Lafayette, and Marvin Rick of Alpha Tau Omega
61 r'(
with the times is an individual win Princeton pressed hint close. early in the Lambda Chi Alpha
)
i()
Subscriptions, 11.00 per year
keeps
ahead of them."
race, but the Cornell runner had plenty Phi Eta Kappa
(ill
Single Copies. rive Cents
Entered as second class matter at the post
in reserve and the pase eventually wore Sigma Alpha Epsilon
SI
45 %
office, Orono. Maine.
out
his.
Epsilo
To
Phi
Pi
challe
Our
40
n
%
ngers
Facul
extent
such
an
to
ty
The editor-In chief is responsible for th.
I policy of the paper and for the etli
that Norman Brown and E. C. Carter. Phi Kappa Sigma
2.9
%
At
a
recent
meeti
ng of the Campus
toilet columns; the managing editor for the
news columns and the makeup of the paper; Board it was voted
20%
to send the Maine both of Cornell finished second and Dormitories
Company C is the most conspicuou
and the business manager fur the business
third.
Rick
Delta
Tau
Delta
was
fourth
Georg
,
Miske
13% company in the
e
finance
('an:/
and
s
'us to all members of the Univerwhole cadet corps. k
Communications should be at the poetofthe sity facult
100% is the company with the
y. This was done in order of Cornell fifth, and Crawford of La- Mount Vernon
at Alumni Hall before Saturday noun to
awfully small
North Hall
Insure publication.
to be sure that all members of the fac- feyette sixth.
89% yet awfully handsome captai
n.
Cornell's victory was the ninth since Balentine
Printed by the University Press, Orono, Me. ulty were able
68%
to keep in close touch
ki
the
inaug
uration of the contest in 1908. Maples
27 %
with activities on the Campus.
Be Charitable
100 %
The number of members on the Uni- All previous point records were broken Phi Beta Pi
100 %
Keep clear of personalities in conver- versity faculty and the added expense by the Ithicans with the remarkably Phi Mu
Beta Gamma
sation. Talk of things. objects, thoughts. of haying part of our paper printed in low score of 18 points.
79%
Maine's showing was very creditable Delta Delta Delta
78%
The smallest minds ocupy themselves Bangor will not allow us to send the
73%
with persons. Do not needlessly report paper free to all members. Many mem- considering the number of colleges en- Alpha Omicron Pi
By
St
ill of others. As far as possible dwell hers of the faculty have already sent tered. Those represented were: Cincinon the wual sides of human beings. one dollar, the price of the yearly sub ati, Colby, Columbia, Cornell. DartDr. Charles P. Steinmetz
There are family hoarding places where scription, to the business manager. With mouth, Harvard. Maine, Massachusetts
Likening the recent feat of the trans.
a constant process of depreciating, as- the number of faculty members who Tech, Penn State. Pennsylvania, Princemission of 1,000.000 volts of electricity
signing motives, and cutting up char- have sent US a subscription we feel tint, Syracuse and Vale.
to a flash of artificial lightning, recalls
acter goes forward. They are not pleas- that we can afford to send the paper t,
to my mind the almost astounding lack
ant places. One who is healthy does the entire faculty.
On November 22. Major James spoke of knowledge on the part of
many thouIf you as a member of the facult)
not wish to dine at dissecting table.
before the Physics Club on the subject sands of persons, about a
very commie
There is evil enough in man. G,o1 knows. feel that the Maine Canitus is actuaii3
of firearms and ballistics. He had with natural phenomenon.
I dare say that
But it is not the mission of every young worth one dollar for the year we would
him many article's with which he dem- few correct answers
to the question.
54
man and woman to detail and report it greatly appreciate a subscription inee
onstrated his lecture, such as the army what and why is light
ning? would I
At the 'netting
all. Keep the atmosphere as pure a you. on the other hand we are only to
rifle, shells, different kinds of powder, turned in by stude
nts
were
this questiin
possible, and fraught with gentleness glad to send the Main,- Cfrinpus to you state commissioner Dana spoke. His etc. He explained the use of firear
ms asked in a college examination.
speech was very interesting, bringing ur in warfare, the range of projec
anyway.
and charity.
tiles, adWere one to say that lightning is the
We sincerely wish that all mem74e7s facts of the condition of present day eantage of the steel pointed over
the passage of a very high voltage current
of the faculty would feel free to crit'- condition of MK forest:.
lead pointed bullet. and other intere l- of electricity within
The Lyceum Concerts
a cloud which oak
He spoke of the subject in periods ing subjects. He cover
cize the Campus to any way 1% hate ,k r
ed the topic under exceptional circumstances leave
The Lyceum concerts go en during and we guarantee compl
The
first,
colonial times to 18(Ill telling thoridy from the time peowder was first
ete cooperation
the cloud and reaches the earth lit
the winter under the auspices of the with you. We also
offer the columns of the discovery of a danger of a wood used in warfare, at the Battle of Cressy. would be right
; yet asked to explain tlie
Maine Christian Association have not of the Ca 111r US for
any- communication shortage.
up to the present day.
known laws governing its behavior. I
been as well supported by the student you may wish to
2nd
Perio
d 1891. First began to esmake with the stu54
venture to predict that most of us would
body this year as they should be. The dent body.
tablish reserves and began to plant and
be
"out of our depth."
course tickets have not sold as well as
set out on a definite policy. •
Yet it is really not so complicated a
they have in previous years.
3rd
Perio
d. Col. Grover advocated
Follow the Disarmament Conference
question as appears at first glance
These concerts are one of the few
public conthil of privately owned lands
in the papers—it is time well spent.
Lightning begins with a raindrop. A
really good entertainments that we are
for sustained reproduction.
raindrop is made up of tiny particles ot
able to procure during the winter as we
Feels confident that if Federal and
Sigma Sigma Sigma is an honorary moisture.
are out the beaten paths of travel. The
Numerous such particle
Maine-Spring Week
State will not take control of the forest
biolog
ical
unite
artists appearing in these concerts are
and
societ
so
y
form
which
larger particles. These
was
found
situat
ed at
ion, that it should Ile a matter
During the past few years slack conthe University of Maine. A definite in turn, unite and ultimately a raindrop.
those who are not only very able en- ditions at the
for
the
pu'ilic
in
general to take up.
University of Maine have
tertainers but also very high class en- been especi
Mr. Dana also recommends re-plant rank requirement is necessary and both from .1 to 2 of an inch in diameter, is
ally shown in one field of
men and women students are eligib
tertainers. They are continually play- our stude
le. formed. Each of these tiny particles
nt activity. Our interest in ing on cut lands and old farms.
Also instructors anti advanced student:, moisture contain a small charge of e!,
ing for college students and chose their real litera
Wher
e
30
or
41
ture, as shown by student acyears ago where
are admitted.
programs for our particular class of tivity, has
tricity, and as the particles unite to fur.
certainly been pitifully small. lumbermen cut trees from twelve inches
Their
audience. The programs are not made 11'hereas,
the
forma
l
raindrop, all these electrical char
initia
tion
was
held on
other colleges in our class and up now it is fr, m four up. Tb.
the evening of November 22 in NN'inslow uniteon the raindrop. The elect.
up of selections so heavy that they are have been able
matte
r
in
Maine
is more serious tha•
to support two or three
Hall. After the initiation the members charge is contained on the surface
not easily appreciated neither are they literary
magazines. we have not been realized. Twenty tit e per cent of th;
spent
entirely of the "jazzy" variety.
a social evening at the home of the raindrop. While the surface of
lumbe
r cut in Maine is wasted.
able to boast • f ha % ing even one. Our
Miss Florence Chandler of Orono
The members of the faculty and their excuse was.
large raindrop is larger than that
The
Gover
nment
.
"Oh, that's just a result of
encourages all the
families are giving splendid support to war
each of the thousands of tiny dr,
conditions." Ni such excuse will forestry schools to make their course a
the concerts. It is up to you as a rep- bear
which have come together to make •:
publicity now. Ire must deliver good as possible. Good jobs in store
resentative of the students to decide Sit,'
the one large drop, it is very mu'
for all graduates of forestry courses.
5/4,0dS!
whether the student body makes the
smaller than the sum of the surfaces
Mr. Dana also states that the chances
Last year a good beginning was made
concerts a success or a failure for it is in the
the
thousands of tiny droplets, and the
for
a forester are better today than ever.
right direction by the organizaupon the student body that this respon- tion
charges of all these droplets thus are
of the "Maine-Spring.** Several He also gave a few rules that should
The Contrikutors' Club held
sibility rests. To attend and enjoy these
its usual collected and compressed on the surfac•
issues of this new publicati, ii appeared be a help to the situation.
hi-monthly meeting Thursday
concerts is a sign of good taste.
evening. of the one big drop; that is, the char:
1.
Carry out all for.-try laws.
and showed remarkable quality- for
anyNovember 17 in the library.
on the big drop is under much higher
2. Carry out a larger educational
thing so recently established.
Several very interesting paper
s were electric pressure, or 'voltage,' as it s
program in this line.
"If a lie get in yl ur may. blow your
This year five issues of the "Main
eread by members of the club
and criti- called. But there is a limit to the elechorn. but don't shut off your Iwuwer...
3. Investigatiims as to best methods
Spring- are to be published. We,
the
cised by the remaining membe
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basketball court. The local au- der named. There will be three of
thorities state that this t; pit uf ath- those five to be seasoned out this year.
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not interested in either Agriculture or be a member of a varsity athletic athletic direction fail to grasp in the subject to the supervision of the Athlot:icing for a little financial
again.
Engineering, but intends to obtain a team has been passed by the Athletic one year the fundamentals and the letic Association of the University.
6oph: You'll have to hunt further. general education, with a leaning to- Board of this institution. Briefly the "whys" which are back of all college The said board would consider the
financial sucker I wards say History or Mathematics, he University of Maine has adopted the and university teams, college spirit. rulings of each event and under what
I am not the little
letconsults with the Dean of the College "freshman rule." and is the first of College spirit which produced tight condition a student may earn the
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The data obtained from these mens- that he did not see the need of certain track, cross country, or baskethell
to leave on the comoletion of relleee of Arts and Sciences. and (Wurranents is very valuable to all per- things until it was too late. It is a veer,
sona interested in water power, in- : diffictilt to take the experience of "the season" whichever the cape may here of Technology. There are five
land navigation, water supply, andj others. and this is especially true in he and thereupon enter another inati- Important athletic events in the
tution where he can make for himself emirse of a college Year. I, e . Footirrigati0n. because for all these Imes; the case of the young man who is just
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'he most important and fundamental I arriving at the time of vigorous man- —and not for his Alma Mater honor ball.
natural censideration is the flow of hood, when be considers that every- on the gridiron, diamond, cinder path Track, and Baseball, occurring In or.Water, its quaialt . distribution and
variation.
A study of stream flow data coverin g as many years as possible is the
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thing must come out all right, no matter what the present seems to be.
There are, however, certain facts
which the young man in college will
do well to heed. The changed conditions in the requirements for the success of an engineer demand that the
narrow minded mathematical expert
shall be replaced by one who not only
has the ability to handle mathematics
well, but also who is able to express
himself clearly and forcefully, and
who has in addition a fairly liberal
ducation.
M
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CURRICULUM FOR
ENGINEERS RESULT
Of EXPERT STUT1 NEW FRESHMAN

YOUNG'S

HYDRAULIC FIELD WORK
FOR THE CIVIL ENGINEERS

INTRA COLLEGIATE
SPIRIT AT UNIVERSITY Of MAINE

B. C. M.

CHALMERS' STUDIO

GOOD MEALS

ORONO RESTAURANT
Al.so DANcING IF
JOSEPH PERRAULT

DR. F. L. 0, HUSSEY

JOHN T. CLARK CO.
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CANPI'S

REPORTS FROM
MT. VERNON NOTES
REGISTRAR SHOW
UNIVERSITY AVERAGE

Corinne Furbush of Bangor was the
guest of Eleanor Murray for over Friday night.
The following girls spent the weekend at home: Charlotte Crosby. Mary
and Alice Bunker, Grace Coombs. and
Roween Hersey.
Katherine Sargent and Marie HodgThe scholastic' standing of the University for the spring semester of 1921. son returned Saturday from the Naaccording to records at the registrar's tional Student Government Convenoffice was 1.989. This compares very tion at Simmons College.
Phi Gamma Delta entertained the
favorably with the preceding semester. but is hardly up to the standard following Mt. Vernon girls at dinner
of the spring of 1920. Phi Kappa l'hi. on Sunday: Sarah Wiswell. Eleanor
as might lw et:peeted, again had the Murray. Marjory Willey, Katherin ,
place of highest honor society. having Sargent. Hortense Bryant, and Ara
a rank of 3.489; and Alpha Zeta, the belle Hamilton.
Miss Thompson of Houlton is visitagricuiturat honorary society, was
second, with an average of 2.948. The ing her sister Vera, who is recovering
average of the women was 2.434, a from tonsilitis.
little lower than the average of the ' Mrs. Peckett is the guest of he!
soroities, which was 2.507. The men's daughter Edith.
Margaret
Manchester
average of 1.868 did not quite come up
was
the
to that of the UnLersity. The non- luncheon guest of Margaret Mason in
fraternity men were slightly higher II-.naor, Saturday.
Owing to the indisposition of the
than this, with an average of 1.964.
cook. Mary Ellis. the Mt. Vernon girls
Pi Beta l'hi had the highest honor of c
the soroities. having an average of served their own suppers Friday and
2.747. while Phi Epsilon Pi held first Saturday nights.
Mrs. G. S Murray of Hamoden
place among the fraternities with an
average of 2.220. The following shows Heights was the guest of her (laughter
the averages of all organizations on Eleanor for over Saturday.
the campus. in the order of their
standing:
Fraternities.
Spring 1921.
111-: MAINE MA INC.
Phi Kappa l'hi
3.489
Alpha Zeta
2.948
Tau Beta Pi
2.840
l'i Beta Phi
2.747
Average of Soroity Girls
2.525
Alpha Omicron Pi
2.521
Delta Delta Delta
2.515
Average of the 5 Soroities
2.507
Average of all Women
2.434
Beta Gamma
2.424
By Pooch 11.
Phi Mu
2.329
Average of Non-Soroity Girls 2.299
The intra-mural basketball season
Phi Ersilon Pi
2.220
is here, and the first games are on
Lambda Chi Alpha
2.078
the twenty-ninth of November. If
Alpha Chi Sigma
2.069
each house and the dorms have not
Phi Eta Kappa
1.997
appointed their managers as yet they
Average of the University
1.989
should do so at once. This year we
Sigma Phi Sigma (Lambda
want to make intra-mural basketball
Delta1
1.966
better than it has ever been. Each
Average of Non-Fraternity
1.964
manager should get his team together
Phi Gamma Delta
1.949
as often as possible, in order that
Phi Kappa Sigma
1.869
there be as great competition as posAverage of all Men
1.868
sible for the championships and those
Average of the 14 Fraternities 1.798
cups.
Average of Fraternity Men
1.797
Referees will be appointed as far as
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
1.693 ' possible from the student body. The
Beta Theta Pi
1.673
referees shall be agreed upon by the
Delta Tau Delta
1.669
managers of the contesting teams, and
Kappa Sigma
1.647
reported to the athletic director fortySigma Chi
1.642
eight hours before the games. If a
Sigma Nu
1.636
referee cannot be agreed upon, one of
Theta Chi
1.630
the athletic coaches will referee.
Alpha Tau Otnega
1.506
This year we want good clean, hard
Other organizations:
competition and playing. Last year
Prarttical Husbandry
2.815
there was some talk of rough and unSigma Sigma Sigma
2.672
fair playing. This year we do not
Women's Musical Clubs
2.539
want any of this. When you are on
taimpas Board
2.430
the basketball court remember you are
Prism
2.147
not playing football! Let each man
Scabbard and Blade
2.119
on each team play his hardest and
Senior Skulls
2.113
cleanest so that we can have a good
Junior Masks
2.089
series and so that the championships
Average of the University
1.989
will be won fairly and squarely, givM Club
1.805
ing no opportunity for any one to
Men's Musical Clubs
1.703
crab.
Band
1.623
No admission will be charged this
)wls
1.446
year, so let's have big crowds at every
game, whether it is your team that is
playing or not. Uo-eds, pe pant your
tire•enee abat! I eine on tom
bo.h. let*. tram, and mike, inn-a-mond
a big •1111'1'%.• this 'ear.
NI

A
QUALITY-

/Evetything for

nothingfor show

INTRA-MURAL
BASKETBALL

GERMAN PAPER
CLOTHES ARRIVE
HERE IN TRUNK

II I.

MORI It! PORTERS.

M "Do you always drive in your auto
alone?"
A very interesting trunk arrived on
"Oh. no; I usually run across somethe campus last week addressed to body before I have
gone far."
Professor Itriscoo of the Agricultural
-"Topics of the Day" Films,
Devartment. It contained a curious
M
variety of clothes made of the German
KINDA FUNNY.
paper cloth. which are being displayed
Neighbor: "And how is your poor
in the Home Economics laboratory at husband. Mrs. Jones'?"
Winrlaw 11311. This paper cloth was
Mrs. Jones: "He suffers something
introduerd in Germany during the war awful with his
foot. sir, and I know
and is a good example of what can be what it's like
because I've had it in
done with naper and pulp.
my eye."
The articles made of the material
-"Topics of the Day" Films.
include men's suits at 18 marks or 29
M
cents, a woman's apron at 48 crowns
FIRST
AID.
or 24 (•ents, stair rugs at 68 crowns or
Faint. Fat Shopper: Where can I
37 cents ner yard. and curtains. rain- get somethi
ng to stay my stomach?
cog's. dresses. and 'motility bags.
Floor
Walker:
At the corset
This frank is being sent around the counter rear,
third.
ceantry hv the Denartment of Com- "Topics of the Day" Films.
merce and Labor to show the great
NI --pcssihPities in ,aner and POP
HI.: KNEW KIRLS.
May: Meet you tomorrow night,
I•NIVCRSITV
111 ‘INI usual place, seven o'clock.
Ray: Right! What time will you
A,4,4111.11TION OF PHD.t lit 1.1'1111
lie there?
Affiliated with
- "Topics of the Day" Films.
M
The Engineers Club of Philadelphia
Old gentleman To street gamin,:
1317 Spruce St.
Meetings. preceded by a dinner. are How old are you, little boy?
Hansel: Five years. sir.
held on the first Friday night of every
Old gentleman: Yon must be mismonth with the exception of July.
taken. You couldn't get that dirty in
Autoott and September.
Maine men who re in or near the five years.
-"Topics of the Day" Films.
city on these dates will he expected to
come to the Club or notify the SecreHello Girl: Some of the things
tary PO that we can entertain you.
said
over the wires are not fit for
President. E I. Watson '01.
me to
Signal helr.
Office. Brold St Station.
Lineman: Aw. you can't expect to
Seeretarv: H C Pritham '01. Frank
- work around
ford Arsenal Residence, 5436
electricity and not get
No. shocked.
11th St.
-"Topics of the Day" Films,
RING IN CHAPEL.

MINH IN CHAPEL.
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HAT'S OUR IDEA in making CAMELS -the
Quality Cigarette.

T

SK:

Why, just buy Camels and look at the package! It's
the best packing science has devised to keep cigarettes
fresh and full flavored for your taste. Heavy paper outside-secure foil wrapping inside and the revenue stamp
over the end to seal the package and keep it air-tight.

Ch
MAIN

Sui

And note this! There's nothing flashy about the Came
l
package. No extra wrappings that do not improve
the
smoke. Not a cent of needless expense that must come
out of the quality of the tobacco.

Ecor
St'
Satist
it

Camels wonderful and exclusive Quality wins on merit
alone.

liar

Because, men smoke Camels who want the taste
and
fragrance of the finest tobaccos, expertly blended.
Men
smoke Camels for Camels smooth, refreshing
mildness
and their freedom from cigaretty aftertaste.
Camels are made for men who think for
themselves.
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Come in and get acquainted

HELLENBRAND'S
Clothing, Shoes, Hats, Furnishings
COM MERCIAL BLDG., OLD TOWN. ME.

—

4.GEORGE KING

Ice Cream Parlor
ORONO

STUDENT'S SUPPLIES
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UNIVERSITY STORE
Fernald1Hall
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MOUNT VERNON HOUSE
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STRAND

THEATRE
ORONO

Thurs. Nov. 24—Four Part Program
Elaine Hammerstein in
"HANDCUFFS OR KISSES"
Buster Keaton in "HIGH SIGN"
Gladys Brockwell in "THE SAGE HEN"
News
Friday, Nov. 25
Catherine MacDonald

"NOTORIOUS MISS LISLE"
Saturday, Nov. 26
Herbert Rawlinson
"MAN AND HIS WOMAN"
Monday, Nov. 28
Norma Talmadge
"N'ES OR NO"
Explanation of Very

Interesting

Phenomena
Dance

orders, Programs
and Favors

Fraternity
and Cards

Paper

SICILLICRAFTERS, Inc.
D. F. Thomas, Agent
K

Cleaning and Repairing
at the
MAINE PRESSING HOUSE
16 Oak St., Orono
Suits Pressed--50 Cents

•
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Style
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.41
hart, Schaffner
& Marx Clothes
Our Store
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Miller & Webster Clo. Co.
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It is said that Coach Flack was tossing the ball during basketball practice
f me day
last week. He was wearing a
pair of red running pants. Some honorable member of the class of 1925 remarked from the side lines that the fellow in the red pants ought to make the
team.

(('fast:nsted from Page Two)
re:ently accomplished at the high voltage engineering laboratory of the General Electric Company's Pittsfield plant,
and a lightning flash is merely one o.
relative electric pressures. One millioi
volts is without doubt man's nearest approach to the electric pressure of lightning; yet it represents much more potential usefulness than we may ever
hope to obtain from lightning. The
reason for this is that lightning gives
off its energy at an enormously rapid
rate—representing great power and
many million kilowatts—but lasting only
about one ten-thousandth of a second.
Its effect therefore is explosive.
The real comparison between lightning and a million volts, and I do not
think this has been sufficiently clearly
brought out, may be likened to that between a pound of dynamite and a gallon of gasolene. The gasolene contains
more energy than the dynamite but the
dynamite gives off its energy instanly
and produces explosive effects which the
gasoline cannot produce because it develops its energy only gradually. So
lightning, although it represents large
current and great power, lasts such a
very short time that the energy value,
even if it could be completely collected.
is small—only a few cents.
The extension of new knowledge
brought to light by these interesting
tests at a million volts will undoubtedly
uncover a broader field for the transmission of electric energy, than was
ever dreamed of 40 years ago when
Edison first transmitted electricty at a
mere 220 volts. Just what this will
represent remains for the future to decide. Today it may be considerd one of
the triumphs of scientific research which
has once more widened our horizon and
taught us new facts about the still so
little undierstood phenomena of clectricty.
Only in the last years, with the advance of electrical engineering, science
has become able to understand and explain the electrical phenomena of the
thunderstorm, to calculate the voltage
and the energy of the lightning flash
which we now estimate at an average
of 50,000,000 volts. It is hard to conceive what 50 million volts means. 5(10
volts will kill a man, and the lightning
flash is 100,000 times as much.
When Edison ran his first wires for
electric lighting, he used 220 volts. Today we are sending electric power across
the country at 220.000 volts. Thus in the
40 years since Edison's first installation
we have increased the voltage in our
electric circuits a thousand fold; we
have produced and experimented with
over a million volts, and the voltage of
the thundercloud is only 50 times higher
than which man has produced. So you
see, the step from the highest voltage
now used, to that of lightning, is less
than was the step which the electrical
industry has taken in the last 40 years.

W I NSLAAW HALL

In Medicine
get out into the medical world, you'll find
young doctors are judged by something more than
W
diagnostic ability and knowledge of their subject. The atHEN

ou

mosphere of success plays its part—the evidence that you
have"arrived." And among the little details that indicate
success, there's the habit of preferring

tielachrino
"The One Cigarette Sold the World Over"

Remember that Melachrino is a masterblend
of the finest Turkish Tobaccos as originated
by Miltiades Melachrino. Egyptian eig,rettes
are simply those that originated in Egypt.
But the tobacco is what you want to know
about—and if it's Melachrino - it's right.
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, Many Students Enter
Professor Hill Speaks
Sigma Delta Chi Initiated
With Advanced Standing
Before Mathematics Club
Eight New Members
hi--

The second regular meeting of the
"Math" Club was held in 25 Fernald
Hall. Wednesday evening. Nov. 16. at
7 o'clock. Pref. Hill was the speaker
His subject "Number Concept in Modern Analysis." was presented in a s cry
interesting manner.
The program for the year follows:
Nov. 16. Number Concept in Modern
Analysis. Prof. Hill
Dec. 14 Peanu; Space filling ContinCatherine Sargent '22.
uous Curve's.
Mr. I.ucas
Mr. Brown.
Jan. 11. Subject to be Selected
Feb. 8. 1. Magic Squares.
Elizabeth Harkness '23.
2. The Match Problem.
Nina Stinchfield '23
Mar. 8. Subject to be Selected
Prof. Willard.
Apr. 12 Linkages.
Donald Cross '22.
May 10. The Early History of the
Calculus. Jeanette Stuart '23
The Strand was the scene of a pleasant theatre party Saturday ahem ii m
when the A 0 11 girls entertained about
fifteen freshmen.
After the theatre the forty girls were
served a typical New England Saturday
supper at the hi me of Mrs. Betty Mill,
Towner. They spent the evening in
singing and (lancing until a late hear.

Students that have entered the University thi• year with credits obtained
from other colleges are as follows;
Perch. Paul, Leomenster, Mass., Worcester Pnlytechnical Inst.; Seymour.
John L., New York City. Tufts College;
Shea, Leon H., Rumford, Me., Northeastern College; Snow, Pearl M.. E seter. Me., Eastern State Normal School ;
Taylor. Harold A., Rumford, Me., U. S.
Nasal Academy, .Annapolis; Tibbetts.
Margaret A., Exeter, Me., Eastern Stat.
Normal School; Wallace, Albion K..
Milliridge, Me., Northeastern College;
Benioch, Walter P., South Portland.
Me., University of Vermont; Deuce.
James S., Westbre.ok, Conn., Northeastern College; Clark. Leon L.. Orono, Me.
Mass. Agricultural C4Olege; Crowley.
Fred J., Biddeford, Me., Boston College.
Graves, Royal S., Lisbon Falls, Me..
Bates; Grant, Doris M.. Hall Quarry.
Me., Eastern State Normal School:
linkley, I telena E.. NI ilhriilge, Me..
\‘'ashingtim State
Neirmal She .1 11
Kitteridge, Nturray, Miii i, Me.. John It.
Stetson University; Lee, Olga Bella.
Stillwater, Me., Aroostook State Normal Schiail; Munro, Josephine A.. Houl ton, Me.. Simmons College; Noonan.
Alice It.. Calais, Me., St. Joseph's, Portland, ()swim!. Clayton R.. Fryeburg.
Me.. New liamp. College.
St

Prof. Sweetser Lectures
The A. T. 0.'s Stage an
To Mechanical Studuits
Informal Vaudeville

Just great for comfort and our prices are right on the better makes of
'beep lined coats and heavy sweaters

J. WATEKMAN CO.

Maine's largest outfitters for men aril boys.
The Sigma Delta Chi initiation 5'
EXL HA NIA Sr., BANGOR
I
held in the Library Tuesday Nosetn‘
a
15.
Twelve years ago. April 17. Sigma
EVER YTHING
Delta Chi fraternity was formed at
for the :ludens's
Pause University as an honorary ji inn
111. S
and Check Accounts
room carried by
alistic fraternity. Its growth was alo71I-a, u'll and .Ctuderst Accounts
professional lines and by action t.f the
Solicited
W. A. Mosher Co.
Missouri convention in 1916, it was deti
102-3
ORONO
Tel.
MAINE
nitely established, as a professional Orono, Maine
journalistic fraternity, the only organization of its kind in the country.
STAPLES' PHARMACY
Saacion & Davidson
"In order ti t assiiciate college journalists of talent. truth and energy into a
Old Town
Jewelers
B. R. & E. Waiting Room
Me
more intimately eirganized unit of good
fellowship, and in order to assist the
Watches
OLD TOWN, ME.
Promptly
members in acquiring the noble4 prinClocks
Repaired
ciples of journalism and to cooperate
Berna
Hillso
K.
rd
n
Jewelry
with them in this field; in order ni advance the standard of the press by fosTAILOR
Properly
Pens &
tering a higher ethi..al code, thus inSuits called for and delivered
Repaired
Spectacles
creasing its value as an uplifting social
Now Selling a Tailored-Made
agency." are the ideals fur which SigOur Charges are Reasonable
Golf Pants
ma Delta Chi was formed and toward
$5—$9
which the fraternity is working.
Growth of the organization has bee:steady. There are at present 37 active
PAGE 6 SHAW'S
chapters in addition to three alumni
CANDIES at
chapters, and approximately 2.5”0 members of whom al,out 2,000 are alumni.
HOULIHAN'S PHARMACY
CLOTHING,
The fraternity is non-secret.
Only caillege men who intend to folOrono, Maine
FURNISHINGS
low journalistic pursuits as a career are
accepted for membership. While the
HATS AND SHOES
membership is usually limited to upperclassmen. sophomores who have shown
Mill Street, Orono, Maine
r
AVOW,
,
exceptional ability and who have a deli
For Sale by
ride intention of entering the field, are
BESSIE
SYSTEM CO.
!•Imictimes initiated.
Bangor
The members newly initiated into the
Maine chapter are as follows: Ralph G
WHITE SWEATERS
Kennison, Sidney Ostaerne. Bryant NI. NI W. SMITH
Phone 103-2
1‘,rPatten, Jacob M. Iii true', William Fos..
Magazines Now Sold
Ladies' and Gent's
Arthur E. Wilson. Clarence Ile.lett,
Leo •I. St. Claire,
$9.75 to $13.75
Fernald Hall

OLD TOWN TRUST COMPANY

E. J. Virgie

urjt'j

iruai CAI:Ors

The Maine Branch of the American
Last ‘A.ednesday. November 16, a sawiety of \lechanical Engineers met in
sensation was caused. in the line of Wingate Ilan ein Wednesday. Nos., 23.
theatrical work. when the members of Pnif. W. J. Sweetser gave an interest
the A T 1! Hi use. staged a two act mg lecture' on "Tlw Field of Oppeortunvaudeville show at the Strand Theatre. ity for the Mechanical Engineer." Ile
in Orono. The first act was -The Dan- told of the need of mechanical engineers
ce of Death, featuring Kid Duscharme in many industries. Ile said that pracSubscriptions taken
and Mademeiiselle Never. The second tically all industry was dependent on
act was "Cleiipatra. in Kidding An power and one of the most important
-sTamiern erbapfeaturing Cleopatra. The Cast branches of mechanical engineering i.
INDIAN BASKETS
were members of the class of '25.
the design and installation of power.
Moccasins and Son:',.nirs—l'Icasing
SKLAR BROS.
Earle Tweimbly as Kid limb:mut% Ile also explained what is required o
Infeirmal house party was held at
Christmas Gifts
AT OLD TOWN
Russell Kneeland as NIadamniselle Nes :in engineer in the in in and steel indus- the Theta Chi House on Saturday evenGEORG
E
Guarante
H.
er. Nelson liall as Cleematra.
e first class work in
HUNT
try. Peanuts and cigars were in
ing. Delightful music was furnished
476 N. Main St., Old Town
The actors were assisted at the. piano deuce to make the evening enjoyable.
Tailoring and Pressing
by Read and three other members eif the
by Clayde TI)zier and were cliached by
- -Ifarmony Hounds. The chaperemes of
Tel. 184-11
Henry Carey. Their costumes were
the evening were Professor and Mrs.
borrowed from various co-eds residing
II. W. Smith.
Punch was served
DR. LEWIS S. LIBBY
Army Shoes $4.45
at Balentine Hall. The manager of this
throughout the. evening, also ice cream
successful Company was John Norte m.
and cookies at intermissilin.
Dentist
—at
The most sensatiemal hit I if the evenSt
The members of the Maine Masque
ing came, when Mr. lssac Knights renMEN'S STORE
Governor of State Visits Maine
)1(1 .1.011 11
dered a vocal selection, --rin the Sands have settled down to business in pre106
Center
St.
Campus
Old Town, Maine
of the Desert Grow Cold." Ile was paring to present "An Easy Mark."
Si applauded enthusiastically and many This clle act play will shortly he given
(Continued fr. Ut Paae One)
people wish to see. him again on the Ii gether with a dance, as an introduct—
iein to the year's work. Unlike the re- it has men and weimen who
stage.
are willing
Mr. King. \tanager of the Strand, gular standard play of the year, parts to give up something
for the sake of the.
Thurs. Sox. 24—N1atinee and Night
in
the lit ss to put on a vaudeville in this play are not open to competition. rising generation.
"A WISE FOOL"
That the State bedMary Pickford
sketch, the members of the Ilouse rec- but are assigned to those who have al- ieves in the old quotation,
Sunshine Comedy
"Education
"THE LOVE LIGHT"
eiving complimentary tickets. 11e ;tow ready earned their membership. As is the foundation of
true happiness," is
of the great success of the A T 1! men. there are not eninigh parts in this tilay shown by the fact
that our state ;nevem- Fri. Nov. 25—Double Feature—Sessue
Tues. Nov. 29—Shirley Mason
He has decided to insite each fraternity for all the meinhers of the masque. those ment spent seven
millinn dollars yearly
Ilayakawa—"THE FIRST BORN"
"LOVE TIME"
house on the campus to produce their who have no part: act as coaches tel
for e.lucational purtaises. There are
Harry Carey—"THE WALLOP"
2 Reel Western
best in theatrical line at the Strand. those who base been assigned the res- two things which
every student should
"King of the Circus"
Ceempoitiein is expected te. run high pective parts.
keep in mind, first. in order that the
Wed. Nov. 30—Double Feature
The play is a snappy one, arid one need knowledge
and the public may espial a treat when
Saturday. Nov. 26—D. W. Gritlith's
which is gained should be of
Pauline Frederick—"ROADS OF DESTINY"
they see the "sketches" in ail the .411er not exert nne's self to timid the humor in 'wnefit
"DREAM STREET---9 Acts
the student must he a'iii,' tee apAll Star Cast—"Tim MAN TRACKERS
fraternities. The A T U house seas the it. for humor is the outstanding feature
"
ply it, and seci nd. the st intent should Mon. Nov.
Paramount Speci;d
Comedy and Scenic
first of the fourteen hi,uses to appear of the. play (n em start to finish. Those
require the ability to express his ideas
at the Strand.
who have received parts in tins play are in words. "Ile who
learns and learns t
.4.
sinew ing themselves equal to the task. hot does not what
he kneiws is like he I
Mot they are bound tee score a decided
who plows and plows but never sows."
hit when the play is put on.
The Governor does not believe. in
•I
strong military organization but favors
such a system of training in schools and
colleges as the R. 0. T. C. supplies.
The State University Maintained
On Saturday, Nov. 19, the NI. E. Out
Ile expressed his heartiest approval of
by
ing Club had its monthly hike fealowed
the appearance of our R. 0. -r. C. unit.
the State and General
by a supper in the NI. E. Vestry. In
Government
In speaking of the Disarmament Conlii regard tee th oratiein, the Thanksspite of the mud and wet, abeeut thirty
ference at WashingteM GoTroor Baxter
students, both girls and boys. met (al the givin dance f Phi \l ii Saturday night said that he firmly believes it to be the
COLLEGE OP ARTS AND
SCII.NcES.—Major subjects in
road hack of Balentine at three-thirty.. se its a departure from the usual schemes. greate•t thing in historv fir it mean
Ancient
History
and Art, Biology, Chemistry,
Streamers from shades if orange to a
Economics and Sociology,
"Muss" Dasee marshalled the Inking
that after centuries of warfare, the
Educatton. English, French,
German, History, Latin,
force on a short walk while the "eats" dark brown formed a low hanging world has begun to think seriously in
Mathematics, and Astronomy.
vault
and
fell
to
the
thaw
the
outside
Philosoph
y, Physics, and Spanish
committee went directly to the church
reduction
41f
the
armament
and
s
am'
of
lesItalian.
Spee•al
balconies of the gymnasium lessening
provisions for graduates of
to get the supper.
normal schools.
sening the burdens 4 if war.
Cor.t.vrar.
the
space fi,r dancing. The mat re ens
•F
Helena. supper two teams captained
AGRICULTURE.—Curricula in
In conclusion the iiiivernor promised
Agricultural Eck
cation, Agronomy, Animal
by C. Baker '24 and Miss Helen 'Wallace Mrs. !fart. Mrs. Iludelilstim and Mrs. to do all in his power in cooperation
Husbandry, Biology, Dairy Hut
Stuart
I.andry,
occupied
Fe-eatry,
most
a
at
booth.
Home Economics,
'25 played indoor baseball. The game
with the trustee's and faculty. to mak,
Horticulture, Poultry Hu'
bandry. School Course in
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